
12 Tools for
improving design quality

The objective of the software design process is a

high-quality design. So, what makes a good design?



12 Software design quality

• Concept of quality

• Evaluating quality

• Quality factors

• Quality attributes:

1. simplicity

2. modularity

3. coupling

4. cohesion

5. information hiding



12.1 Concept of quality

• A high-quality product needs good design

• Hard to measure on an absolute scale (quantitatively),

but can rank alternative designs (qualitatively):

– e.g., this solution is better than that

• Quality often associated with the implementation:

– e.g., well-made joints on furniture or PCB;

– e.g., execution speed, wealth of features, rare crashes

– implementation allows first trials of design quality



Definition of quality

• General measures of quality:

– fitness for purpose, or functional fitness

however stylish a chair is, we want to sit comfortably

– reliability and robustness

software should work correctly in normal conditions

• Design success measured by its final implementation

• Need to improve design quality beforehand, by finding:

– properties associated with good designs

– ways to measure them



12.2 Evaluating design quality

• Quality concepts enable a designer to assess options,

when making design decisions

• Metrics relate these concepts to measurable quantities:

– attributes that give a set of scores

Rôle Example

Abstraction of quality Quality concept Complexity

↓ interpretation ↓
Metric definition Measurable quantity McCabe’s cyclomatic complexity

↓ transformation ↓
Realisation of metric Counts taken from Counting tokens

representations

Assessment of design quality.



Evaluating design quality

Quality is related to the structural complexity of a system.
McCabe’s Cyclomatic Complexity measures the number of
control paths from counts of if and while tokens in code.

• For program code with well-defined syntax, it can still
be hard to define metrics for each property

• For a software design, the situation is worse:

– incomplete or ambiguous design representation

– details included as diagrams or free-form text

• CASE tools can help define the syntax of the design,
and to convert it into code and documentation

• Most metrics restricted to static attributes of design;
dynamic attributes of system behaviour hard to simulate



Quality factors (1)

• We need to ensure that the design is:

– complete

handles all combinations of events & system states

– consistent

behaves as expected, regardless of system loading

– robust

won’t ‘hang’ or ‘crash’ if one component fails

• Reliability affected by system’s dynamic properties

– as systems grow, problems of reliability escalate

– can assume properties to try to predict behaviour



Quality factors (2)

• Efficiency measured as program’s use of resources:

– CPU, graphics processor, program memory, cache,
hard disk, bus, network, etc.

• Maintainability extends the lifetime as systems develop

– simple modular design helps enormously

– implementation style (standards, comments)

– need to allow for future extensions

• User friendliness is critical for user interfaces

– consistency of system behaviour in graphical UIs

– efficient navigation through voice UIs

– giving confirmation and handling mistakes



12.3 Quality attributes

How do we know how to improve the design?



12.3 Quality attributes

To measure quality of the design process, we need:

• to identify quality-related attributes

• to find ways of scoring these attributes from the design

documents



12.3 Quality attributes

To measure quality of the design process, we need:

• to identify quality-related attributes

• to find ways of scoring these attributes from the design

documents

• Quality attributes:

– simplicity

– modularity

– coupling

– cohesion

– information hiding



Simplicity

• A solution should be as simple as possible

• Important means of simplification is abstraction

• Easier to measure complexity than simplicity:

– complexity of control flow (McCabe)

– complexity of comprehension (number of identifiers)

– complexity of information flow (num. of arguments)

• Measures can be obtained from detailed design



Modularity

• Modularity treats problem as set of smaller problems
(divide and conquer)

• Benefits include:

– each module captures a feature of the problem which
aids comprehension & gives structure to teamwork

– easy to replace modules

– well-built modules can be re-used

• Principles of modularity:

– Coupling – partitioning independent functions

– Cohesion – carrying out an identifiable function



Coupling

• Coupling describes dependence between two modules

• Minimise coupling for good design, by:

– eliminating unnecessary relationships

– reducing the number of necessary relationships

– tightening those relationships that are needed

• Low coupling means that no module has to ‘worry’
about internal details of any other (black boxes):

– fewer connections, less chance of rippling errors

– easy to maintain a module (needn’t consider others)

– module changes have minimum risk to system



Cohesion

• How activities are related within a module

• Good designs have cohesive modules (high cohesion)

• High cohesion yields modules that reflect functions of

the problem and tend to reduce coupling

Cohesion scale Description
Functional BEST Black box
Sequential
Communicational
Procedural ↓ Grey box
Temporal
Logical
Coincidental WORST White box

Scales of cohesion, from black box to white box.



Information hiding (1)

• Information hiding is a powerful concept,

– good for reliability and maintainability

– not optimised for efficiency (speed and memory use)

• Managing the information in a system

– keeps details local to a module and invisible outside,

e.g., device interfaces and data structures

– controls forms of access via visible functions

– separates module use from its implementation; it can

be easily modified without changing whole program



Information hiding (2)

• Evidence of bad information hiding given by:

– many copies of state information spread around sys-

tem (complicates changes, inconsistent behaviour)

– complex interfaces with too many parameters

– needless replication of data, passing parameters when

not all used

– complex structures hiding unrelated parameters

– modules that lack functional strength, not focused

in their purpose, which may need factoring



12.4 Design reviews

• Quality of design ultimately defined by the end product;

meanwhile the main quality control mechanism is the

design review.

• It is essential to distinguish between

– technical review assesses the quality of design

– management review sets schedules and deadlines

• Design review assesses the design, not the design team!

• Review can’t easily give quantitative measure of quality;

it can identify design weaknesses and evaluate options.



Documentation of design reviews

• Reviews must be formally documented:

– design fault identified

– solution proposed

– corrective actions performed

– modifications checked

• Documentation provides

– essential evidence for quality control and auditing

– basis for user manual

– details for future maintenance



Three types of review

1. Inspection

2. Walkthrough

3. Review session



1. Inspection (low level):

• small projects, free from ambiguous requirements

• peer review – compares work against task definition

• checks for completeness, standards of conformance,

and accuracy

2. Walkthrough (intermediate level):

• medium size project – relatively free of ambiguity

• designer gives reviewers review material in advance,

then conducts review meeting and ‘walks through’

the design

• ensures whole project is addressed at reasonable level

• similar checks to those for inspection



3. Review session (formal level):

• large project – open to ambiguity in requirements

• Stage 1: paper review – to remove obvious faults
and ambiguities

• Stage 2: review meeting – controlled by moderator
(aka. joint application design or JAD session)

• reviewers check that material:

– addresses correctly and completely all requirements

– does not introduce new requirements/facilities other
than those needed

– is unambiguous and concise

– contains sufficient detail (but no more)

– is internally consistent

– complies with standards

• people should speak freely

• review should be intensive, disciplined and < 2 hours



12 Summary of Design quality

• Definition and measurement of quality

• Quality factors:

– reliability

– efficiency

– maintainability

– user friendliness

• Quality attributes:

– simplicity

– modularity

– coupling

– cohesion

– information hiding

• Design reviews


